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Parenting, Marriage, and Family Issues 
 

10/11/22 at 11:00… Mystery of Parenthood…60 minutes…Hosts Trey and Stephanie Cashion 

talked about what makes the Church who She is, and what makes families “The Domestic 

Church.” They talked about how Catholic families are meant to be apostolic in nature, a sign of 

holiness, and a sign of what it means to be Catholic. We are the One, Holy, Catholic, and 

Apostolic Church. Being Apostolic means to be a follower of Christ, and then to go out and 

share that good news with the world we live in. Families should represent these qualities in their 

purest form. This week’s memory verse was Matthew 16:18-19 which says, “And I tell you, you 

are Peter. And on this rock, I will build my Church, and the gates of hell will not prevail against 

it. I will give you the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven, and whatever you bind on earth will be 

bound in Heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in Heaven.” Remember, only 

God can take the mystery out of parenthood. Pray, parent with a purpose, and prepare for God to 

amaze you. He will! 

 

10/22/22 at 02:00… Women of Grace… 60 minutes… Host Johnnette Williams hosts this live 

program of special interest to women. She informs, instructs, and inspires listeners with the truth 

of the Catholic faith. Today, Johnette discussed how God wants us to be a beacon of light to 

others in this world. She takes multiple calls from women facing challenges in their personal 

lives with their spouses and former partners. 

 

10/25/22 at 14:  …The Drew Mariani Show…26 minutes…Will Estrada tells us about a federal 

Parental Rights Amendment (HR99) that has been introduced to Congress, to ensure parents’ 

rights over their children. 

 

10/26/22 at 11:00…RED-C Roundup…57 minutes… Host Pam Marvin, visited with Rodney 

Boehm, fertility care practitioner in College Station, and Christopher and Amber Alejandro, 

natural family planning (NFP) clients and advocates. In this episode, Pam spoke to our guests 

about NFP and why it is important. They spoke about what NFP and Napro Technology are, why 

it is becoming so popular, and what the benefits are.  They spoke about the different methods, 

and the technology behind each method. Lastly, success stories and testimonies were shared, as 

well as the challenges of using NFP.  The episode wrapped up with the group discussing why 

they recommend using Natural Family Planning and Napro Technology. Remember, when 

choosing between the values of heaven and the values of earth, always round up. 

11/1/22 at 11:00…Mystery of Parenthood…60 minutes…Host Trey Cashion began a discussion 

arc of episodes based on Part Three of Pope St. John Paul II's 1981 encyclical on the "Role of the 

Christian Family in the Modern World," Familiaris Consortio. In this third part of the letter, the 

pope sets out "four general tasks for the family in the modern world:" 



1) forming a community of persons; 

2) serving life; 

3) participating in the development of society;  

4) sharing in the life and mission of the Church. 

This episode focused on the introduction to part three and the first task. Trey spoke particularly 

on the Trinitarian relationship and how it is reflected in the conjugal love of the spouses. 

Remember, only God can take the mystery of parenthood. Pray, parent with a purpose, and 

prepare for God to amaze you. He will! 

11/30/22 at 7:00…Morning Air…21 minutes…Fr. Marcel shares how we can incorporate and 

add to current traditions in our family to make sure we are keeping Christ in Christmas and 

Advent. 

11/30/22 at 9:00…The Patrick Madrid Show…18 minutes…Patrick and Cyrus consider the 

many ways in which popular culture has changed so much so that the things that were 

commonplace and universally known 30-40 years ago are completely unknown to kids today. 

12/6/22 at 10:00…The Patrick Madrid Show…48 minutes…Patrick answers listener questions 

and tackles such topics as:  how to reconcile with your spouse after infidelity, should young 

people date and does age matter when dating, and where exactly is purgatory in the Bible? 

12/6/22 at 11:00…Mystery of Parenthood…60 minutes…Host Trey Cashion continued to 

discuss the deep meaning of Pope John Paul II's 1981 encyclical Familiaris Consortio. 

Importantly, in this episode, Trey articulated the theological backdrop to the pope's defense of 

the Church's teaching on marriage and sexuality. Remember, only God can take the mystery out 

of parenthood. Pray, parent with a purpose, and prepare for God to amaze you. He will! 

12/7/22 at 12:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, 

answers listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on raising their children.  Dr. Ray 

takes a call from a woman that lost a family member to suicide and is concerned about the 

approaching anniversary of their death and how to talk about it to other family members. 

 

12/14/22 at 11:00…RED-C Roundup…57 minutes… Host Dr. Thaddeus Romansky interviewed 

Jeremiah and Michaela Harrison about the publication of their Fiat traditional Catholic planner. 

Thaddeus was joined by his wife, Robyn, an expert in Catholic planners and time management 

resources. The Harrisons have created a work of art and an aid for liturgical living that also 

happens to be a smart, practical tool for time management and family organization. Purchase 

your copy at sophiainstitute.com and learn more about their other works of art by visiting 

liturgyathome.org. And when choosing between the values of heaven and the values of earth, 

always round up. 

 

12/14/22 at 12:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, 

answers listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on raising their children.  A man calls 

Dr. Ray who has a son that plays video games all day long, the caller asks what he can do to rein 

in his son’s bad habit. 



 

12/16/22 at 7:10…Morning Air…10 minutes…Mary shares the story of a boy in school with 

Downs Syndrome who was attacked in the bathroom and why we need to promote a better 

culture to stop this type of behavior. 

 

12/16/22 at 17:00…Catholic Answers Live…60 minutes…Rose Sweet joins Cy Kellet and takes 

calls pertaining to marriage, divorce, and life post-annulment. 

 

12/21/22 at 15:30…The Drew Mariani Show…22 minutes…Greg & Julie Alexander tell the 

story of God’s healing Grace in their marriage. 
 
 
 

Educational and Theological Issues 

10/3/22 at 10:00…The Patrick Madrid Show…48 minutes…Patrick answers listener questions 

about the symbolism of the monstrance, what is nominalism, is smoking tobacco a sin, what is 

natural marriage and why do we need to go to confession in person. 

10/4/22 at 11:00…Mystery of Parenthood…60 minutes…Host Trey Cashion explained the seven 

attributes of a Catholic disciple. According to a series on discipleship authored by Catholic 

theologian Bob Rice, a Catholic disciple: 

1. has their IDENTITY rooted in being a son/daughter of the Father, 

2. is consistent in daily PRAYER, 

3. actively participates in the grace of the SACRAMENTS, 

4. lives in OBEDIENCE to the teachings of the Catholic Church, 

5. participates in a COMMUNITY to grow in faith and support the growth of others, 

6. frequently does acts of SERVICE out of love for God and neighbor and, 

7. is enthusiastic about SHARING the Gospel and making disciples. 

Remember, only God can take the mystery out of parenting. Pray, parent with a purpose, and 

prepare for God to amaze you. He will! 

10/8/22 at 19:00… Beyond Damascus… 60 Minutes… The Beyond Damascus program engages 

young adults each week with stories of conversions, testimonies, and faith journeys. This week 

the hosts discuss the Church’s expectations for the faithful, as well as the mercy it shows when 

its members fall short of those expectations. 

 

10/10/22 at 8:00…The Patrick Madrid Show…48 minutes…Patrick answers listener questions 

about how to better evangelize, was there a purgatory before Jesus died on the cross, and is 

attending a non-Catholic funeral permissible? 

 

10/12/22 at 11:00…RED-C Roundup…57 minutes…Host Dr. Thaddeus Romansky visited with 

Michael Raia, founder and president of Studioio Liturgical Design and Consulting, and liturgical 

designer expert on sacred church architecture. Thaddeus and Michael first spoke about the Feast 

Day of the Dedication of St. John Lateran and its significance in the area of church architecture. 



This was followed by a discussion of Sacro sanctum Concilium and its guidelines on sacred art 

and architecture.   The final points of discussion were on the sacred art and architecture of the 

building and design of the new St. Mary’s Catholic Church in College Station, just outside of the 

RED-C Catholic Radio studios.  

 

10/18/22 at 9:00…The Patrick Madrid Show…19 minutes…Patrick tackles some teaching on the 

Mormon faith. 

 

10/18/22 at 11:00…Mystery of Parenthood…60 minutes… Host Trey Cashion reviewed the 

article, "Domestic Church? Hold On, It's Just a Family!" by Word on Fire Institute Fellow 

Robert Mixa. Especially in light of the recent sixtieth anniversary of the Second Vatican Council, 

Trey wanted to revisit the concept of the domestic church, an idea central to the Church Fathers 

that was resuscitated by the council. Listen in to learn about the origin of the term, its connection 

to the Jewish understanding of the family in Scripture, and how realizing we are domestic 

churches should lead us to a more evangelical posture as families. Remember, only God can take 

the mystery out of parenthood. Pray, parent with a purpose, and prepare for God to amaze you. 

He will! 

 

10/18/22 at 12:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, 

answers listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on raising their children. Dr. Ray 

helps a caller who has concerns about a protestant church in her community that is hosting a 

series of discussions about the Catholic church. 

 

10/18/22 at 17:00…Catholic Answers Live…60 minutes… Guest Carlo Broussard takes 

questions regarding evidence for the Resurrection and whether or not to receive communion if 

you disagree with teachings of the Church. 
 
10/20/22 at 15:30…The Drew Mariani Show…22 minutes…Author Jay Copp regales us with stories from 
his book “150 Things You Didn’t Know Were Catholic” – everything from the idea of banking credit to 
beer. 
 

10/22/22 at 19:00… Beyond Damascus … 60 Minutes… The Beyond Damascus program 

engages young adults each week with stories of conversions, testimonies, and faith journeys. 

This week the hosts are joined by Devin Schadt to discuss St. Joseph. 

 

10/25/22 at 6:30…Morning Air…21 minutes…Brian lists the 5 nonnegotiable points that all 

Catholics should adhere to when it comes to voting and shares the importance of forming our 

conscience so that it leads us in the right direction. 

 

10/25/22 at 11:00…Mystery of Parenthood…60 minutes…Host Trey Cashion completed his 

review of the article, "Domestic Church? Hold On, It's Just a Family!" by Word on Fire Institute 

Fellow Robert Mixa. Trey used this second installment as a jumping off point from Mixa's 

explanation that Vatican II recovered the patristic understanding of the family as a domestic 

church. Trey worked through sections 34–36 of Vatican II's Dogmatic Constitution on the 

Church, Lumen Gentium, to explain how the family as domestic church carries out the Church's 

three offices of priest, prophet, and king. The discussion will spur you to think anew about your 

https://www.wordonfire.org/articles/fellows/domestic-church-hold-on-its-just-a-family/
https://www.wordonfire.org/articles/fellows/domestic-church-hold-on-its-just-a-family/


own family's role in advancing the kingdom of God. Remember, only God can take the mystery 

out of parenthood. Pray, parent with a purpose, and prepare for God to amaze you. He will! 

 

10/27/22 at 8:00…The Patrick Madrid Show…28 minutes…Patrick starts the show by talking 

about the struggles that priests face, including trust issues and burnout, and he offers suggestions 

on how we can help them. 

 

11/5/22 at 19:00… Beyond Damascus … 60 Minutes… The Beyond Damascus program engages 

young adults each week with stories of conversions, testimonies, and faith journeys. This week’s 

topic is evangelization and the role of technology--it’s benefits and its dangers--in that effort. 

 

11/7/22 at 10:00…The Patrick Madrid Show…48 minutes…Patrick answers listener questions 

about giving the sign of peace during Mass, what happened to Cane after Jesus rose, do 

Catholic’s believe in the Mark of the Beast, and why do Catholics say they are “Catholic 

Christian” instead of just saying Catholic? 

 

11/17/22 at 17:00…Catholic Answers Live…60 minutes… Host Cy Kellet is joined by Jimmy 

Akin for an open forum where Jimmy takes questions regarding the consecration of the 

eucharist, support for the papacy and apologetics. 

 

11/18/22 at 02:00… Women of Grace… 60 minutes… Host Johnnette Williams hosts this live 

program of special interest to women. She informs, instructs, and inspires listeners with the truth 

of the Catholic faith. Today, host Johnnette Williams discusses the souls in Purgatory and how 

prayer allows us to form strong spiritual bonds with them.  

 

11/18/22 at 7:30…Morning Air…25 minutes…Shawn shares the good news fresh from the 

streets of the Fall 40 Days for Life Campaign and some struggles up ahead with issues like the 

abortion pill and the real damage that it can do to women. 

 

11/18/22 at 19:00… Beyond Damascus … 60 Minutes… The Beyond Damascus program 

engages young adults each week with stories of conversions, testimonies, and faith journeys. The 

hosts discuss the importance of recognizing the Holy Spirit and how it influences our lives. 

 

11/22/22 at 6:30…Morning Air…25 minutes…Bishop Hying talks about the recent election and 

political moves that call into question our freedom of religion in America and why we should be 

thankful for those freedoms. 

11/29/22 at 11:00…Mystery of Parenthood…60 minutes…Host Trey Cashion continued to break 

down the great encyclical of Pope St. John Paul II, Familiaris Consortio. In the second section of 

the letter, wherein the Holy Father explicates the four fundamental tasks of the family, JPII calls 

us to greatness by reminding us that, "the fundamental task of the family is to serve life, to 

actualize in history the original blessing of the Creator—that of transmitting by procreation the 

divine image from person to person." This divine image must be fed in the material, "moral, 

spiritual and supernatural" dimensions by the parents. Let us recognize that we are involved in 

illuminating for our children that they have embarked on a particular, special mission for God by 

being granted the gift of life. This is, in fact, the reality of each Christian's calling to holiness as 



explained so well in Lumen Gentium, no. 39: each one of the faithful must willingly hear the 

Word of God and accept His Will and must complete what God has begun by their own actions 

with the help of God's grace. These actions consist in the use of the sacraments and in a special 

way the Eucharist, frequent participation in the sacred action of the Liturgy, application of 

oneself to prayer, self-abnegation, lively fraternal service, and the constant exercise of all the 

virtues. Remember, only God can take the mystery out of parenthood. Pray, parent with a 

purpose, and prepare for God to amaze you. He will! 

12/3/22 at 19:00… Beyond Damascus … 60 Minutes… The Beyond Damascus program engages 

young adults each week with stories of conversions, testimonies, and faith journeys. This week 

the show focuses on how Catholics can discover God’s promise for their lives. 

 

12/7/22 at 11:00…RED-C Roundup…57 minutes…Host Deacon Mike Beauvais, visited with Fr. 

Greg Gerhart, the Vocations Director for the Diocese of Austin.  Deacon Mike and Fr. Greg 

discussed first his own personal vocations story, including his original call to the priesthood and 

the joys and challenges that led to his ordination, and his own vocation as a priest today.  They 

also spoke about the role of the Vocations Director in a diocese, and how the office of vocations 

promotes the universal call to holiness of all Christians and highlights the unique calls to the 

priesthood and religious life.  

 

12/17/22 at 19:00… Beyond Damascus … 60 Minutes… The Beyond Damascus program 

engages young adults each week with stories of conversions, testimonies, and faith journeys. 

This week Dan and Brad talk about the desire to be different and see change occur in the world, 

as well as the topic of religious freedom. 

 

12/19/22 at 8:00…The Patrick Madrid Show…18 minutes…Fr. Frank Pavone has been removed 

from the priesthood. 

 

12/21/22 at7:30…Morning Air…20 minutes…Dave gives examples of why we give excuses 

instead of stepping up and make a change in our life for the better even if that means hard work. 

12/27/22 at 11:00…Mystery of Parenthood…60 minutes...Merry Christmas! To help you 

celebrate the season while Trey and Stephanie are taking a well-earned break from the show, we 

wanted to bring you an encore episode from December 3, 2019. Monica Ashour of TOBET was 

back on the show to talk with the Cashion’s about the movie It’s a Wonderful Life and the 

similarities it has with the Christian life. The film has a powerful message containing a lot of 

goodness, beauty, and truth inside of it. It will leave you thinking about your faith in God and 

the way in which you live your life. If you haven’t seen this holiday classic before, we suggest 

you do so before you listen to this episode, because Trey and Monica give away the plot! Only 

God can take the mystery out of parenthood. Remember to pray, parent with a purpose, and 

prepare for God to amaze you and He will! 

 

Healthy Living Issues 

   



10/4/22 at 7:30…Morning Air…20 minutes…Harry talks about staying positive in life and 

remembering to smile even when the tough times roll through.  He encourages everyone to have 

a plan they can stick to when those tough times wave through. 

 

10/12/22 at 7:30…Morning Air…22 minutes…Dave breaks down the 5 ways we can all become 

more magnanimous in life. 

 

10/17/22 at 7:30…Morning Air…21 minutes…Dr. Jim explains the importance of feelings and 

emotions in our life and offers some practical steps to be in better control of them. 

 

10/31/22 at 10:00…The Patrick Madrid Show…48 minutes…Patrick answers listeners questions 

about marijuana, does CrossFit led to divorce, is celebrating Halloween, and going trick or 

treating a sin, and is it a sin not to fast on hour before receiving Jesus. 

 

11/3/22 at 12:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, 

answers listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on raising their children. Dr. 

Ray talked with a Lutheran caller who is in an RCIA program with their spouse, but their spouse 

is having reservations about converting to Catholicism. 

 

11/17/22 at 12:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, 

answers listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on raising their children. Dr. Ray has 

a caller that wants to discuss his Italian heritage and Italian food with him. 

 

11/18/22 at 14:15…The Drew Mariani Show…40 minutes…Dr. Harvey Risch takes calls with 

Drew about the latest info on the rising cases of COVID, Flu, and RSV. 

 

11/21/22 at 10:00…The Patrick Madrid Show…7 minutes…Special guest host Fr. Matthew 

Spencer answers listener questions about dealing with depression. 

 

12/8/22 at 6:30…Morning Air…24 minutes…Katie breaks down all you need to know about 

helping parents as they age and need various forms of aid whether small or extensive and how to 

be ready for those moments mentally and monetarily. 
  
 
 

Community and General Issues 
  

10/3/22 at 2:10…The Drew Mariani Show…22 minutes…Ivan Jankovic joins us for an update 

on Putin and Russia. 

 

10/5/22 at 11:00…RED-C Roundup…57 minutes…Host Deacon Mike Beauvais visited with 

Tom Nash, internationally renowned Catholic apologist, speaker, and writer. Tom works with 

EWTN, Catholic Answers, the National Catholic Register, Catholic World Report, Ave Maria 

Radio, and many more organizations.  Tom was in the studio for this episode to talk about his 

endeavors and what brought him to our RED-C listening area. Tom also shared a little about the 

life of a Catholic apologist, and what his favorite aspect of this is. Deacon Mike also spoke with 



Tom about his most recent books, specifically 20 Answers: The Rosary, What Did Jesus Do? The 

Biblical Roots of the Catholic Church, and Biblical Roots of the Mass.  

 

10/5/22 at 17:00…Catholic Answers Live…60 minutes… Host Cy Kellet is joined by Dr. John 

Finley to discuss sexual identity and take questions from callers.   

 

10/6/22 at 02:00… Women of Grace… 60 minutes… Host Johnnette Williams hosts this live 

program of special interest to women. She informs, instructs, and inspires listeners with the truth 

of the Catholic faith. Today, Johnnette is joined by new age researcher and blogger Sue 

Brinkmann.  Together, they discuss near death experiences, focusing on those that are hellish or 

distressing. 

 

10/6/22 at 12:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, 

answers listeners’ questions concerning the healthy choices on raising their children.  Today, Dr. 

Ray takes a call from a business owner who has questions about how to deal with her employees. 

 

10/11/22 at 14:00…The Drew Mariani Show…48 minutes…Alex Schadenberg tells is about 

Canadian doctors considering “healthcare” to end the lives of infants.  Janine Marrone sheds 

light on helping women heal from abortions. 

 

11/2/22 at 7:30…Morning Air…21 minutes…Dave shares the 5 fruits of consistency and 

explains why hard work is necessary for success in the long run. 

 

11/2/22 at 14:30…The Drew Mariani Show…23 minutes…Dr. Aaron Kheriaty tells us about his 

new book, “The New Abnormal: The Rise of the Biomedical Security State” 

 

11/3/22 at 02:00… Women of Grace… 60 minutes… Host Johnnette Williams hosts this live 

program of special interest to women. Today, Johnnette discusses the use or consultation of 

psychics and the dangers of becoming involved with psychic mediums 

 

11/7/22 at 17:00…Catholic Answers Live…60 minutes…Trent Horn joins host Cy Kellet and 

critiques John Oliver’s defense of trans-rights, while Kevin Vost takes questions about free will.  

 

11/8/22 at 6:10…Morning Air…16 minutes…Mark explains hos black Friday has become a 

whole month and why hurting companies means good deals for consumers this year.  He also 

talks about the big firing of the tech industry and why this will lead to better products in the 

future. 

 

11/9/22 at 14:00…The Drew Mariani Show…48 minutes…Dr. Paul Kengor joins Drew to has 

out the results from yesterday’s midterm elections. 

 

11/21/22 at 14:00…The Drew Mariani Show…22 minutes…Paul Oster shines a light on 

consumers getting into more and more Holiday Debt. 

 

11/28/22 at 14:30…The Drew Mariani Show…22 minutes…Jean Twenge tells us about the rise 

of adults with digital addictions. 



 

12/2/22 at 02:00… Women of Grace… 60 minutes… Host Johnnette Williams hosts this live 

program of special interest to women. She informs, instructs, and inspires listeners with the truth 

of the Catholic faith. Today, Johnnette focuses her program on praying for and with those who 

have endured suffering and are weary. 

 

12/7/22 at 14:30…The Drew Mariani Show…16 minutes…Dr. Bill Donahue sheds light on the 

LGBTQ owner of a restaurant that refused to serve a Pro-Life group. 

 

12/7/22 at 17:00…Catholic Answers Live…60 minutes… Jason Evert of chastity.com joins 

Catholic Answers Live to answer questions and discuss transgenderism from a Christian 

viewpoint.  

 

12/14/22 at 02:00… Women of Grace… 60 minutes… Host Johnnette Williams hosts this live 

program of special interest to women. She informs, instructs, and inspires listeners with the truth 

of the Catholic faith. On this show, Johnnette recounts the story of St. Lucy and asks listeners for 

their favorite carols or songs during the Christmas season. 

 

12/15/22 at 15:25…The Drew Mariani Show…28 minutes…Paul Kengor tells us about how 

Russia has been bragging about getting the better end of the prisoner swap deal. 

 

12/16/22 at 10:00…The Patrick Madrid Show…48 minutes…Patrick answers questions about 

the movie Father Stu, Pascal’s Wager, is watching the sexy parts of a movie a sin, are then any 

wholesome streaming services, and he shares what he would like for Christmas. 

 

12/29/22 at 15:30…The Drew Mariani Show…24 minutes…Dr. Daniel Kempton sheds light on 

Putin comparing himself to Peter the Great. 
 


